
 

In love with Bergamo 
 

 

 

This is
where

Bergamo 
is located

 

Position  

Bergamo is located 

in Lombardy, in the 

North of Italy near 

Milan. 

The symbol of 

Bergamo is a sun 

with a  crown. In the 

sun there is the flag 

of Bergamo (RED 

and YELLOW). 

The symbol of 

Europe is a blue flag 

with 12 stars 

representing the first 

states of the 

European community 

and Italy is a 

member state 

The flag of Italy is 

formed by three 

vertical stripes: a 

green one, a white 

one and  a red one. 

 

BERGAMO IS DIVIDED IN TWO PARTS:

The
UPPER TOWN

The
LOWER TOWN

 

 

 

Bergamo is divided in 2 

parts: The Lower Town, 

the modern part, and 

the upper town, which 

is the old town. 

These two parts are 

separated by the 

Venetian Walls, which 

were built by the 

Serenissima Venetian 

Republic to defend the 

city from the enemies. 

They are becoming    

part of the Unesco 

heritage and we’re 

keeping our fingers             

crossed!!! 

 

 



 

Venetian walls 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The walls have 4 

gates: Porta 

S.Giacomo, Porta 

Sant’Alessandro, 

Porta Garibaldi 

(Porta S.Lorenzo) 

and Porta 

Sant’Agostino. 

In the past these 

gates were closed at 

10 o’clock because 

of the curfew and 

people had to enter 

the old town 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Clock tower: Campanone

Palazzo della Ragione

at night

changed into a garden

Piazza Vecchia

The Contarini fountain

Biblioteca civica Angelo Mai

The heart of the 

Upper Town

 
Palazzo della Ragione,formerly called Palazzo Vecchio, was built between 1183 and 1198. It 
had the role of  political  centre of the city. In 1513 there was a fire that destroyed part of 

the building. Now it hosts art exhibitions and the magnificent “Salone del 500”. 

Contarini fountain settled in the centre of Piazza Vecchia is a baroque fountain decorated with 

white marble lions. In 1780 the Republic of Venice gave this fountain to the city of Bergamo. 

It was donated to the city by Alvise Contarini, who had been sent by Venice to be Podestà 

(administrator) of Bergamo. In 1858 the fountain was restructured In 1885 it was removed 

to install a monument of Giuseppe Garibadi in its place but at the beginning of 20th century 

it was reinstalled in its position and the Garibaldi monument was moved to Città Bassa.  

The Public Library Angelo Mai is the oldest and most important library in Bergamo.It's 

opposite Palazzo della Ragione .You can find about 700.000 interesting books there.  

The Civic Tower also called “Campanone” dominates Piazza Vecchia and has always been a 

symbol of the city. It was built as a noble tower, probably at the turn of the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries, for the powerful Ghibelline family of Suardi, but soon became the seat of 
the Podestà. When the tower became communal, the bells were added used to warn the 

citizens in times of public calamity to organize the defence. The main bell - blessed in 1656 - 
was called the "Great Bell".Every night, at ten o'clock, the bell rings 100 tollings, in memory 

of the curfew; it tolls even when the City Council meets, and while there is a procession of 
Corpus Christi. From the top you can enjoy a wonderful view of the Upper Town, of the Lower 
Town and the plain. 



 

The cathedral of St. Alexander(Duomo) is located in the upper city, in 

Piazza del Duomo, between Palazzo della Ragione and the Basilica of 

Santa Maria Maggiore. 

The previous cathedral was on the reputed site of the martyrdom of 

Alexander, but it was destroyed  in 1561 by the Venetians for the 

construction of the Venetian walls. Then the cathedral of Saint Vincent 

changed its name and it was dedicated to the Patron Saint of Bergamo, 

Saint Alexander.Inside this church,under the altar there are the tombs of 

the Bishops of Bergamo  

Piazza Duomo

Santa Maria
Maggiore

Colleoni’s Chapel 

Baptipstery

Sant Alessandro
Cathedral 

 The Basilic of S. Maria Maggiore is a magnificent church situated in the 
Upper town, in piazza del Duomo. Near it there is the residence of the 

bishop of Bergamo. (Francesco Beschi)An important masterpiece of 
Fantoni is the Confessionale  and you can also admire the wooden Tarsie 
by Lorenzo Lotto.and lots of tapestries. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Colleoni 

chapel is a jewel of 

architecture and 

decorations made 

by Amadeo.       

It’s a church and a 

mausoleum It is 

dedicated to 

Bartolomeo 

Colleoni who was a  

captain of the 

Venetian republic. 

He was also  a 

member of one of 

the most 

outstanding 

families of the city.  

The inside guards 

the tombs of 

Colleoni himself 

and his beloved 

daughter Medea.. 

The Baptistery is the small octagonal building - built in 1340 by John 

Champion - that is close to the Colleoni Chapel.                             

Originally the baptistery was located inside the Basilica of Santa Maria 

Maggiore and here he remained until the mid-seventeenth century. It 

was demolished around 1660 and rebuilt in 1856 in the courtyard of the 

Canons: hence he was transferred - in the nineteenth century - in its 

current location. 



The Map of our beautiful city

Donizetti

Accademia 
Carrara

Gamec

Teatro 
sociale

Creberg

Auditorium

 

This map of Bergamo 

shows the most 

important theatres 

and art galleries. 

In the Lower Town 

there are Donizetti 

Theatre, Creberg and 

Auditorium, in the 

Upper Town there is 

Teatro Sociale. The 

two most important 

art galleries in 

Bergamo are 

Accademia Carrara 

and Gamec are along 

one of the narrow 

streets which 

connect the lower to 

the Upper Town. 

They are situated on 

the two sides of the 

same little square. 

 

Art Galleries

Theatres

Auditorium

 

ACCADEMIA 

CARRARA is an 

academy of fine arts 

which was founded 

by Giacomo Carrara. 

It shows lots of 

painting and 

sculptures. 

GAMEC is the short 

form of "art gallery of 

modern and 

contemporary 

art"(Galleria di Arte 

Moderna E 

Contemporanea), it’s 

situated opposite 

Accademia Carrara 

and it hosts lots of 

important paintings 

of modern art, 

projects for the blind 

an physically 

handicapped, 

conferences and 

debates. It's not only 

an art gallery but also 

a cultural spot. 

 



UNIVERSITIES

HIGH 

SCHOOLS 

Liceo Falcone

Liceo Sarpi

Liceo Lussana

Liceo Mascheroni

Liceo  Manzù

 

There are lots of 

important 

universities and 

schools in our city 

These are just some 

of them, among the 

most prestigious, but 

the school we are 

very proud of is our 

school, the fabolous 

      

MAZZI SCHOOL!!! 

 

                     

Typical food

Polenta e osei

Casonsei

Polenta taragna

Taleggio

Branzi
             

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A typical 

and 

famous 

first 

course 

dish 

cooked in 

Bergamo 

is a 

special 

type of 

ravioli, 

called 

Casonsei. 

A famous 

second 

course dish 

is Polenta 

Taragna. 

Cristoforo 

Colombo 

brought 

mais in 

Europe and 

people use 

it to cook 

polenta. 

 

There are also some very good cheese: Branzi, Formaggella and Taleggio.  

 Branzi: called in this way because it comes from Branzi, a small village in 

the Brembana valley. It's produced in summer.  

 Formaggella: made in the hills and mountains. Its name means "smalls 

cheese". 

 Taleggio: a soft typical cheese produced in the Taleggio valley  

 

This is a 

typical cake 

called 

Polenta e 

Osei, it is 

made of 

marzipan 

and some 

little 

chocolates 

birds. 



Atalanta Albino Leffe Foppapedretti

Football

teams

Volleyball 

team
Rugby team

American 

Football 

team

 

In Bergamo there are 

lots of famous sport 

teams: 

The most important 

football teams are 

ATALANTA and 

ALBINOLEFFE. 

 

In Bergamo there is 

also  an important 

volleyball team called: 

FOPPAPEDRETTI, 

 

the "Rugby Bergamo" 

team 

 

 and an American 

Football team (the 

Lions). 

 

  

 

 

 

Facilities that make Bergamo great!! 

 

Caravaggio Airport  

The airport of Orio al Serio International Airport or 

"Caravaggio", is  located in the town of Orio al Serio, 5 km 

away from Bergamo city center and 50 km from the center 

of Milan, occupying also portions of the municipalities of 

Grassobbio and Seriate. Now it's the fourth busiest airport in 

Italy . 

 

New Hospital Pope John XXIII  

The new hospital, dedicated to Pope John XXIII,  consists 

of seven towers of five floors each, in aluminium and glass. 

They are connected to a central core of three floors.       

The new hospital is a centre of excellence. It has 36 

operating theaters, 1,200 beds and a heliport. It's one of 

the most modern and best equipped hospitals in Europe. 

 

 

 


